Limited Warranty:
The Pulsar® Sirius+ 1500mAh Battery is guaranteed from manufacturer defects or malfunction from date of purchase for a period of 6 months. This limited warranty protects against manufacturer defect under normal use and does not apply to normal wear & tear; improper use; accidental damage from dropping or submerging in liquid; improper cleaning; neglect; or any other damage that is not a result of defective materials or workmanship. If your Pulsar® Sirius+ Battery qualifies for servicing, we will repair or replace, at our discretion and expense, any defective parts or materials.
Purchaser must provide a copy of the original dated sales receipt and may be required to provide shipping to return defective parts or materials. We intend to complete all repairs/replacements within 7 business days, although this timeframe may vary depending on shipping, replacement part availability, or other related factors. The lawful and proper use of this device is a condition of sale. Any improper use of the Pulsar® Sirius+ will void the warranty. Warranty is non-transferable. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

• Important Note: All atomizers are disposable attachments. Once an atomizer is used, no warranty coverage or replacement will be offered.

For warranty servicing, contact us at:
www.PulsarVaporizers.com

Important Safety Warnings:
Do not expose to extreme temperature or direct sunlight.
Do not drop the Pulsar® Sirius+ or accessories.
Do not drop or submerge in any liquid.
Do not modify the electronics in any way.
Please allow the full cool down time between cycles for cleaning.
Only charge this unit using Pulsar® brand chargers.
Pulsar® Sirius+ and accessories are intended for adults only. Do not sell, provide or allow access to minors. Keep all parts, concentrates, herbs and liquids away from children and pets.
Pulsar® Sirius+ is not a medical device and is not intended to diagnose, treat, mitigate, cure or prevent any ailment, disease, or other conditions. Consult a physician before use, especially if you suffer from heart disease or any other medical condition, or if you are pregnant or breastfeeding. Failure to follow any of these instructions could result in product damage, property damage or personal injury.

REPLACING THE COIL
After continued use, you will find the Coil won’t heat up evenly. This is normal and is not an indication of a defective unit. It is time to replace the Coil.

• Wait until the Atomizer is completely cool.
• Remove the Pulsar® Sirius+ Globe.
• With the base of the Atomizer Assembly in one hand and the Coil in the other - gently twist apart.
• Replace the Coil with a new one & twist assembly back onto a fully charged battery.

Built-in silicone container allows for convenient storage of waxy concentrates.
Simply unscrew at base of battery.
Thank you for purchasing the Pulsar® Sirius+ vaporizer pen to vaporize waxy concentrates! In order to ensure safe use, please read all instructions and safety warnings before operating your Pulsar® Sirius+. Failure to follow instructions may result in damage or injury and may void your warranty.

**CHARGING INSTRUCTIONS**

You will need to fully charge your Pulsar® Sirius+ unit before using it. Connect the Pulsar® charging cable by plugging the Micro USB end of the charger into the battery port; be careful to insert properly! Then attach to a dedicated USB port or Pulsar® brand wall charger.

A red light next to the charging port will glow red while charging. Total recommended initial charge time is 6 hours. Subsequent charges may take less time. The red light will shut off once fully charged.

**AC Wall Adapter:**

Use only Pulsar® brand AC Wall Adapter (not included). Insert USB end into the port & then plug directly into the wall socket. Both the battery and chargers are designed to prevent overcharging. ONLY USE APPROVED Pulsar® CHARGERS! Failure to do so can damage the battery, which can result in property damage or personal injury & may void your warranty. Atomizer will shut off & light will blink 10 times once battery is depleted and charging is needed. Please follow charging instructions above.

**VAPE TOOL**
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**KIT INCLUDES**

**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Battery Capacity:** 1500mAh
- **Charging Voltage/Current:** 5V/500mAh
- **Working Voltage:** 303-4.2V
- **Atomizer Coil:** Ceramic Donut Plate (Baking design; not exposed) 0.8ohm
- **Max Temperature:** 842°F
- **Puff Count:** Will vary based on usage, approximately 2000 puffs per charge at average usage.

**5-Click Locking System**

Pulsar® Sirius+ 1500mAh Battery comes equipped with a locking mechanism to prevent it from turning on accidentally. To arm or disarm the lock, push the button 5 times within 2 seconds. The button will flash 3 times. Always arm the lock when not in use.

**CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS**

Wax atomizers tend to get very messy over time. It is important that you clean the Pulsar® Sirius+ with designated cleaning solutions only, inappropriate or harsh cleaners will damage the Coil and glass and will void the warranty. Allow your Pulsar® Sirius+ to dry completely before using again.

Once the Atomizer is used & does not heat evenly it is time to replace the coil (not included). It is not advised to use any tools or cleaners on the coils to try to clean them. This could damage the unit & cause it to stop working. The outside of the Globe, base of the Coil Assembly and Battery unit can be wiped with a soft damp cloth. Allow to dry completely before use or charging.

**USING THE CERAMIC PLATED WAX ATOMIZER**

**PLEASE NOTE:** Before use, you will want to “Prime” the coil. Do not add any materials before doing this step!

- After fully charging the unit and adding the coil assembly to the battery
- Gently press the button to heat the ceramic disc coil to hot and then release.
- Repeat 2 or 3 times

You do not need to hold for a full cycle, but repeating a few times will ensure that the coil is ready for material to be added. You will not need to do this for future use, just brand new coils.

- Remove the Pulsar® Sirius+ Globe
- Using the vape tool provided, load a small dab of waxy concentrate into the heating chamber, being careful to avoid touching or damaging the ceramic heating plate with the vape tool.
- It is important not to overfill the chamber. Use a small amount to begin, if needed.
- If it works well, you can add more. Do not exceed the capacity of the chamber.
- If you are not sure, unload the unit by touching the button 5 times quickly. The unit will buzz & the button will not work.

- Hold down the button for 5 seconds, allowing the atomizer to heat up
- **USE ONCE ONLY**

**CLEANING AND CARE**

- Always unplug the unit before attempting to clean or to change the battery.
- **Do not** unplug the unit automatically after 20 seconds to avoid burning the material.
- **Do not** rinse the unit with water; simply wipe it dry with a soft cloth.
- **Do not** use any tools or cleaners on the Atomizer. Failure to follow these instructions may result in property damage or personal injury & may void your warranty.
- Allowing your Pulsar® Sirius+ to completely dry before use or charging will help to extend the life of the unit and keep it in good working order.

**5-Click Locking System**

- **Thread:** 510
- **5-Click Locking System**

- **Puff Count:** Will vary based on usage, approximately 2000 puffs per charge at average usage.

**WARNING:** Atomizer gets extremely hot during operation. Allow to completely cool before touching.